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THE IKPENETRABLE FUTURE 

11 ne peut y avoir d'endroits plus intrigants ni 

dramatiques que celui-ci pour la tenue d'une conference. Ou 

haut du Cap Diamant, nous regardons le majestueux fleuve 

St-Laurent. Au pied de la falaise, se trouve Place Royale, 

Ie berceau d'une civilisation dont !'influence s'est repandue 

aux 4 coins du globe. Nous songeons a Jacques Cartier qui 

s'y est bravement aventure et 5' est accoste sur cette terre 

en 1534 et qui y est revenu un an plus tard. Tout juste a 

l'exterieur de cette salle, nous voyons la statue de 

Champlain qui a etabli son village ici en 1608. Pas 

etonnant, gu 'une vigoureuse culture ait pris racine. Cette 

culture a dfi. affronter non seulement un rude climat, mais 

parfois l'indifference d'un pouvoir colonial et plus tard, le 

pouvoir economique de l' Amerique du Nord anglophone. Seule 

une civilisation forte pouvait survivre de telles 

contraintes. C'est un endroit merveilleux pour la tenue 

d'une conference dans quelque domaine qu'il soit. Dans ces 

circonstances, Quebec constitue un endroit de chaix pour la 

tenue de la recontre annuelle des juges des Cours 

provinciales de tout le Canada. 
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THE CHANGES WE HAVE SEEN

is so impenetrable?

It is a privilege

Most of us are old

He or she will usually

You have chosen for your

The speech must therefore be witty, profound,

I will deliver these remarks and then sit amongst

That is a tall order.

together by sentiment, history and law.

occasion.

for me, as an Australian judge, to join you on this

"Typists were gathered together in a typing pool
and laboured away at manual typewriters. The
senior partner's secretary had an electric
typewriter which caused a considerable amount of
jealousy ..• [Many lawyers] did not believe in
dictaphones, preferring old-fashioned dictation
or longhand drafting of letters and documents.
[Perhaps 1 the senior partner had had an
unfortunate experience with one of the early

I am conscious of the special responsibility of the
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To foresee the future we must know the past. A

This is a testing time for the future of Canada held

you, learning of the ways in which you are tackling problems

common to both our continental countries.

opening speaker of a law conference.

of nearly everyone before a few steal away to the del~ghts of

practical yet rich in philosophy and insightful of the

the venue.

future.

theme the Judge in the 21st Century. Who would be so bold as

be the only person who can capture fleetingly the attention

to foretell a whole century when the future but a week hence

in legal practice, in our own lifetimes gives us some clues

reflection on the changes we have seen in the judiciary, and

enough to remember legal practice in the 1950s and 1960s:

as to what the future holds in store.

This is a testing time for the future of Canada held 

together by sentiment, history and law. It is a privilege 

for me, as an Australian judge, to join you on this 

occasion. I will deliver these remarks and then sit amongst 

you, learning of the ways in which you are tackling problems 

common to both our continental countries. 

I am conscious of the special responsibility of the 

opening speaker of a law conference. He or she will usually 

be the only person who can capture fleetingly the attention 

of nearly everyone before a few steal away to the del~ghts of 

the venue. The speech must therefore be witty, profound, 

practical yet rich in philosophy and insightful of the 

future. That is a tall order. You have chosen for your 

theme the Judge in the 21st Century. Who would be so bold as 

to . foretell a whole century when the future but a week hence 

is so impenetrable? 

THE CHANGES WE HAVE SEEN 

To foresee the future we must know the past. A 

reflection on the changes we have seen in the judiciary, and 

in legal practice, in our own lifetimes gives us some clues 

as to what the future holds in store. Most of us are old 

enough to remember legal practice in the 1950s and 1960s: 

"Typists were gathered together in a typing pool 
and laboured away at manual typewriters. The 
senior partner's secretary had an electric 
typewriter which caused a considerable amount of 
jealousy [Many lawyers] did not believe in 
dictaphones, preferring old-fashioned dictation 
or longhand drafting of letters and documents. 
[Perhaps] the senior partner had had an 
unfortunate experience with one of the early 
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record-type dictaphones where he had dictated 
all of one Saturday morning only to find that 
the machine was not recording. [Such an] 
incident reinforced the firm's distrust of 
modern technology for some years to come ... The 
early photocopiers also led a cheque red 

, existence. There were both wet and dry 
photocopiers which had but one characteristic in 
common they produced poor quality 
photocopies. One solution [was] to have a 
typist copy incoming correspondence that you 
wanted to forward to your client. [In 
Australia] in the early 60s accounts were still 
rendered in guineas rather than pounds The 
Legal Aid Commission and Community Legal Centres 
had not yet been established and yet the cost of 
legal representation did not appear to be the 
problem it is today ... The profession felt an 
obligation to undertake a considerable amount of 
work on a pro bono basis 1'" The sixties were 
the era of the small firm." 

came the 1970s. Few manual typewriters were left. 

improved and copy letters disappeared forever. 

typically everything was photocopied many times over. 

typewriters were introduced. 

expanded by the IBM mag card machines. 

Their capacity was 

Answering machines 

all the vogue. Government funded legal aid was 

into Australia. Legal firms started to get 

The 1980s was the decade of the computer and the word 

VDUs spread from the secretaries to the desks of 

'partners, advocates and even some judges. Fax machines were 

',introduced at the end of the decade. I receive my invitation 

to this conference instantaneous by fax. Hands-free 

',telephone calls "sounding like conversations through a long 

dark tunnel" annoyed clients and other lawyers alike. 3 The 

cost of modern technology became a factor in the growth of 
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All this and more in but

Video performances in the top courts

Electronic mail was even replacing some of

and ultimately the judiciary came about and was

sweet smelling bookstalls of legal conferences of

were replaced by clinical booths displaying

One Australian lawyer recently ventured these

will take us in the decade - let alone the century -

legal offices. To cope with the vast. expansion of

and common law, continuing legal education for the
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the time of travel over such large distances. The

"Every new generation of computers is obsolete
by the time it is marketed ••. There will be
much more widespread use of electronic mail,
resulting in less paper spread around [lawyers']
offices. Many. •• will type their electronic
mail themselves, either in their office or
wherever they may happen to be on a portable
personal computer. The nineties should also see
the introduction of voice activated word
processing systems which enable dictation to be
word processed without the assistance of a word
processing operator. Although such a system
would not remove the need for secretaries who
would then really become personal assistants
rather than their previous role of document
producers, it would cut down on the need for
support staff. Libraries as we know them will
be used less than in the past. Computerised
library retrieval systems, available from every

Far from standing still to catch its breath, technology

"galloping ahead at such a pace that we can scarcely guess

tiiity years of my professional practice.

dc;;~ted quietly.

introduced first in Canada and later in Australia.

"Tr;,:ri~dontinental legal firms introduced teleconferencing to

. sophisticated computer technology.

'big legal offices. To cope with the vast, expansion of 

and common law, continuing legal education for the 
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offices. Many will type their electronic 
mail themselves, either in their office or 
wherever they may happen to be on a portable 
personal computer. The nineties should also see 
the introduction of voice activated word 
processing systems which enable dictation to be 
word processed without the assistance of a word 
processing operator. Although such a system 
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library retrieval systems, available from every 



They can

It is 'not

Those of the long

If at a conference

should largely
by the end of

They can retrieve legal

seem positively frightening.

Perhaps, during the more tedious

at this, we should pause to remember that the

statutes and common law decisions.

future seem dazzling indeed.

neatly filed in an implanted wafer and subject to

have VDUs on the bench.

retrieve the most obscure texts of statute or cornmon

say a century hence

command.

If we look at the recent past, the prospects of the

history of the case before them and review its

in the throughput of the court's system whenever
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computer terminal in the office,
replace hard 4coPY library books
,the nineties.

comfort i:n some deft ' computer doodling.'

some parts of the world, including in Canada, judges

djournment is requested.

f.arguments, they can even refresh their mind with poetry or

great engine of our time is technology.

,like this a century ago a speaker had proclaimed the very

tchanges we have witnessed, there is little doubt that the

assembled judges and magistrates of yesteryear would have

"~Ilt:.irely fanciful to predict that in a century, or even less,

fallible human judicial memories will be enhanced by

miniature computers which supplement our brain

Just think what a boom it would be always to be

computer terminal in the office, 
replace hard 4coPY library books 
.the nineties. 

should largely 
by the end of 

some parts of the world, including in Canada, judges 

have VDUs on the bench. They can retrieve legal 

statutes and common law decisions. They can 

ill1on,itor the history of the case before them and review its 

in the throughput of the court's system whenever 

ournment is requested . Perhaps, during the more tedious 

. arguments, they can even refresh their mind with poetry or 

comfort i:fi some deft . computer doodling.· It is ·not 

fanciful to predict that in a century, or even less, 

fallible human judicial memories will be enhanced by 

miniature computers which supplement our brain 

Just think what a boom it would be always to be 

to retrieve the most obscure texts of statute or common 

all neatly filed in an implanted wafer and subject to 

If we look at the recent past, the prospects of the 

future seem dazzling indeed. Those of the long 

say a century hence seem positively frightening. 

if we scoff at this, we should pause to remember that the 

great engine of our time is technology. If at a conference 

this a century ago a speaker had proclaimed the very 

we have witnessed, there is little doubt that the 

assembled judges and magistrates of yesteryear would have 
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laughed with derision. The notion that in but 60 years the

sun would indeed set on the. British Empire and that the

primitive colonial peoples of Asia and Africa (many of them

but recently brought under the civilizing influence of the

Union Jack and the Tricolour) would be independent nations,

would have seemed quite fanciful. A description of the jumbo

jet that would bring conference goers to a never-ending cycle

of international meetings would have seemed highly far

fetched. The terrifying weapons of war and bombs that could

destroy the whole world - with all its beauty and

civilization - would have seemed unlikely in the extreme.

Remarkable machines that could chatter away,· sorting and

sifting heroic quantities of information, even into the

lawyers office and judges' chambers would have dazzled the

mind of the law librarian of 1890, shining the leather bound

Appeal Cases. The notion of manipulating life forms and

patenting innovations of biology would have seemed a most

peculiar one. The advent of a frightening global epidemic

insusceptible to scientific skills would perhaps have been

the development least surprising to our forebears. The

change in our societies brought by broadcasting and

television were then on the brink. The miraculous journeys

to the moon and mankind's never ending quest for knowledge

about outer space would certainly have appeared remarkable

and wonderful to all but Jules Verne. These, and many more,

are the changes which have occurred in the last hundred

years. Most of them can be laid at the door of science and
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techniques du base des aVQcats demeurent les memes surtout

provinciales et la Court du Quebec, ou plus de 90% des

les

d'un systeme

Cependant

certaines chases

justice,

surtout dans les cours

Les procedures de base et les

surprenants.
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et

Si un juriste de 1890 s' aventurerait

That we have coped with them - and absorbed

Above all, it is a tribute to the power of

etranges

Certains equipments utilises dans la salle

Most can be traced to the great leap forward of

Le plus stable de tout est neanmoins la volonte

A travers tOllS cas changements,

technology.

is a tribute to the adaptability of human society and of the

them - even in our discipline, ancient with the centuries -

quantum physics.

human mind.

adjustment of the legal system to which we are heirs.

demeurent les memes.

sentirait presque a son aisa.

peu oses.

toge a ete modifiee a certains endroits. 11 est egelement

vrai que les vetements des justiciables paraitraient quelque

rsgles de preuve demeurent remarquablement les memes, malgre

un siscle de progres et de changements. 11 est vrai que la

aujourd' hui dans une salle d' audience de la court du Quebec

ou de la Cour proinciale ailleurs au Canada, ce juriste se

paraitraient

dans les .proces criminels ou les regles appliquees sont

stables.

administre par des officiers de

du juge qui preside le proces de trouver une solution juste.

C'est cette volonte qui distingue notre systeme legal

La justice, davant les tribunaux

purement mecanique par lequel la solution des problemes

serait reduite a la decision d'un tyran ou d'un ordinateur.
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technology. Most can be traced to the great leap forward of 

quantum physics. That we have coped with them - and absorbed 

them - even in our discipline, ancient with the centuries -

is a tribute to the adaptability of human society and of the 

human mind. Above all, it is a tribute to the power of 

adjustment of the legal system to which we are heirs. 

A travers tOllS ces changements, certaines chases 

demeurent les memes. Si un juriste de 1890 s' aventurerait 

aujourd' hui dans une salle d' audience de la court du Quebec 

ou de la Cour proinciale ailleurs au Canada, ce juriste se 

sentirait presque a son aise. Les procedures de base et les 

rsgles de preuve demeurent remarquablement les memes, malgre 

un siscle de progres et de changements. II est vrai que la 

toge a ete modifiee a certains endroits. II est egelement 

vrai que les vetements des justiciables paraitraient quelque 

peu oses. Certains equipments utilises dans la salle 

paraitraient etranges et surprenants. Cependant les 

techniques du base des avocats demeurent les memes surtout 

dans les ,proces criminels ou les regles appliquees sont 

stables. Le plus stable de tout est neanmoins la volonte 

du juge qui preside Ie proces de trouver une solution juste. 

C'est cette volonte qui distingue notre systeme legal 

administre par des officiers de justice, d'un systeme 

purement mecanique par lequel la solution des problemes 

sera it reduite a la decision d'un tyran ou d'un ordinateur. 

La justice, devant les tribunaux surtout dans les cours 

provinciales et la Court du Quebec, ou plus de 90% des 
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litiges canadiens sont traites represente l'instrument

formel selon lequel la societe a choisi de resoudre les

probl~mes sereiux de mani~re definitive. II s'agit d'un

instrument de contrale social, mais aussi de justice.

Our courts are open to members of the community to see

us at work, to value us or to criticise. By the public

resolution of serious questions, the courts every day

demonstrate the search for justice which is an abiding

feature of our legal system. They also . demonstrate

observance of the rule of law: a government of laws not of

men. Machines could not do this: at least in societies

organised like our own. That is why, for the foreseeable

future the human decision-maker, reflecting human values and

demonstrating the human will for justice, will remain the

centrepiece of our system of justice. We may not know what

the conference of Provincial Court Judges will be discussing

in a century's time. But that there will be such judges 

and such conferences - appears a fair bet. So many things

change. But some things remain the same.

MORE TECHNOLOGY FOR A CRUSHING WORKLOAD

The special feature of the past decade, at all levels

of the judicial hierarchy in Canada, Australia and other like

countries, has been the crushing burden of increasing court

business. One Justice of Australia's highest Court

An inquiry into the workload of the

Victoria, Australia disclosed a ten-fold

complained that

overburdened".5

Supreme Court of

the Court was "burdened and
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Reforming laws which

workload on judges;

Diverting some matters out of the

altogether;

Defining more closely the respective

of judges at different levels of the

hierarchy; and

Improving the cost effectiveness of

judges go about their work.

The Breathalyzer has reduced the tedious and

agonizing testimony of members of the police

force and other witnesses concerning impressions

of intoxication of a motorist which I remember

so well from my youth. A scientific instrument

and a statutory presumption of commission of a

in its throughput since 1950 matched only by an

in judges from 11 to 21. 6 Legal practitioners

~bnstantly callout for more streamlined procedures and an

in the number of judicial officers. Parliaments

enact laws imposing new functions on judicial

In hard times it is increasingly realized that our

must be more economical in their use of the

This involves various possibilities.

''-'There is no doubt that law reform can come to the rescue of

'the hard pressed judiciary in various ways. There are many

zami1iar examples.

in 
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This involves various possibilities. 
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altogether; 

Defining more closely the respective 

of judges at different levels of the 

hierarchy; and 

functions 

judicial 

Improving the cost effectiveness of the way 

judges go about their work. 

is no doubt that law reform can come to the rescue of 

hard pressed judiciary in various ways. 

familiar examples. 
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tedious and 
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force and other witnesses concerning impressions 
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criminal offence have combined to save, many

'. judicial hours, without any significant

reduction in the justice dispensed in the courts

dealing with this particular social phenomenon;

In like manner, law reform proposals in

Australia have repeatedly concluded that the

introduction of sound. and video recording of

confessions to police will reduce the many

tedious courtroom debates, at every level of the

hierarchy, which presently precede the admission

of most disputed confessional recollections;

The power conferred on police to impose on the

spot fines has substantially reduced the number

of cases which must come before judicial

officers in the first tier of courts. Of

course, the procedure is not perfect. It

presents some risks of oppression and

corruption. It transfers decision-making

effectively (at least in the first instance)

from the judicial branch to the Executive. But

it does help to sort out most of the cases where

a clear offence has occurred and to distinguish

them from cases where there is a dispute in

which the parties derive resolution by a

judicial officer;

In various jurisdictions of Australasia attempts

have been made to find more cost-effective ways

- 10 -
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disputes

scarce judicial

proposals have

which, where

intensive system provided

courts; and

To reduce costs of divorce and better to utilize

of delivering the compensation dollar to persons

injured in. motor vehicle or employment

accidents. I know that you have had reforms in

.. Canada along similar lines. No reforms have

been more radical than those adopted in New

Zealand where personal accident cases have been

swept from the courts altogether and replaced by

a national compensation scheme based on social
.,.-:-

security principles. The high component of

judicial time absorbed in Australia in accident

cases would be immediately released for other

work, perhaps of greater social utility and need

for individualised decision-making, if a scheme

such as that in New Zealand, or a modification

of it, were adopted in Australia. 7 Needless

to say such schemes invite the adamant

opposition of litigation attorneys and

barristers. There is no doubt that the quality

·of justice is . reduced as the price paid for

reducing the proportion of compensation funds

that must be expended in the highly cost

of delivering the compensation dollar to persons 

injured in. motor vehicle or employment 

accidents. I know that you have had reforms in 

.. Canada along similar lines. No reforms have 

been more radical than those adopted in New 

Zealand where personal accident cases have been 

swept from the courts altogether and replaced by 

a national compensation scheme based on social 

security principles. The high component of 

judicial time absorbed in Australia in accident 

cases would be immediately released for other 

work, perhaps of greater social utility and need 

for individualised decision-making, if a scheme 

such as that in New Zealand, or a modification 

of it, were adopted in Australia. 7 Needless 

to say such schemes invite the adamant 

of litigation attorneys and opposition 

barristers. There is no doubt that the quality 

·of justice is . reduced as the price paid for 

reducing the proportion of compensation funds 

that must be expended in the highly cost 

intensive system provided by the ordinary 

courts; and 

"* To reduce costs of divorce and better to utilize 

scarce judicial time in that painful field, 

proposals have been accepted in Australia by 

which, where disputes about children and 
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years of public service and avoiding the embarrassment of

or

for

most

However,

in

"Persuade

quest

Point out to

mediation

seen

The

now

In many cases there are

is

negotiation,

resolution.
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upon

the systems of alternative dispute

resolution

These seek to stream away from the public

In Australia, we are beginning to copy the

non-curial,

It was primarily stimulated by developments

They are doing well financially, at the same

dispute

a number of disputes considered appropriate for

United States where the truly crushing workload of the

demanded immediate solutions.

property are not involved, divorce can now be

secured by post. S

into vogue.

as drawing their judicial pensions earned over many

,~j "

seems likely that law reform of this kind will continue to

the problems presented by the. increasing burden of

imposed on 'the judges. But other techniques have lately

, ,~~ .1'

alternative,

'alternative
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which call

-'appearances in court.
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property are not involved, divorce can now be 

secured by post. B 

seems likely that law reform of this kind will continue to 

the problems presented by the. increasing burden of 

imposed on 'the judges. But other techniques have lately 

into vogue. These seek to stream away from the public 

a number of disputes considered appropriate for 

al.tE'rl~at1.ve , non-curial, resolution. The quest for 

dispute resolution is now seen in most 

It was primarily stimulated by developments 

United States where the truly crushing workload of the 

demanded immediate solutions. In many cases there are 

advantages in the systems of alternative dispute 

which call upon negotiation, mediation or 

In Australia, we are beginning to copy the 

"ren.t-a-judge" system developed in the United States. A 

of retired judges are now offering their services as 

They are doing well financially, at the same 

as drawing their judicial pensions earned over many 

of public service and avoiding the embarrassment of 

appearances in court. 

Nearly a century and a half ago Abraham Lincoln, 

himself a lawyer, cautioned his fellow citizens: "Persuade 

neighbours to compromise whenever you can. Point out to 

how the nominal winner [in litigation] is often a real 

,loser in fees, expenses and a waste of time". 9 However, 
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McEachern also command respect:

',In"some cases there is not a great deal more that can be done

or other, connected with illegal drugs.
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"It should ... be recognised that in many cases
the court is ... the only protection the weak
and timid have against stubborn and unreasonable
adversaries. We must all be careful not to let
that important responsibility be transferred to
other disciplines whose only remed¥ (often
ineffectual) is reasonable persuasion".l

But the bulk business remains the same.

'.undreamt of in the nineteenth century.

truly radical change in that business would occur if a public

criminal cases coming to the higher courts are, in some way

these words still remain painfully true for many

tigants, for others the cautionary words of Chief Justice

'removed, new offences must be inserted for modern crimes

health approach to drug offences were to replace the present

criminal justice approach, with all of its imperfections. In

Australia it has been estimated that seventy percent of

'"on-the-spot fines may also reduce the criminal case load.

,:difficulty of securing reform.

':riineteenth

',to: reduce the burden on the courts.

0provides the clearest example of this.

"'criminal offences

'~"cil1tained by clearing the statute book of a great range of

,involving

:i.~ecords. 11

words still remain painfully true for many 

for others the cautionary words of Chief Justice 

McEachern also command respect: 

"It should be recognised that in many cases 
the court is the only protection the weak 
and timid have against stubborn and unreasonable 
adversaries. We must all be careful not to let 
that important responsibility be transferred to 
other disciplines whose only remed¥ (often 
ineffectual) is reasonable persuasion".l 

some cases there is not a great deal more that can be done 

reduce the burden on the courts. The criminal docket 

the clearest example of this. Some relief could be 

by clearing the statute book of a great range of 

offences which reflect the social mores of the 

century but which persist because of the 

of securing reform. Yet for every offence 

':i'amoved, new offences must be inserted for modern crimes 

of in the nineteenth century. These include crimes 

data trespass or the manipulation of computer 

11 Breathalyzers, recorded confessions and 

',oon-the-spot fines may also reduce the criminal case load. 

But the bulk business remains the same. The only prospect of 

truly radical change in that business would occur if a public 

approach to drug offences were to replace the present 

criminal justice approach, with all of its imperfections. In 

Australia it has been estimated that seventy percent of 

criminal cases coming to the higher courts are, in some way 

or other, connected with illegal drugs. 
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If the criminal workload is relatively impervious to

alternative dispute resolution must concentrate on

'disputes. Whilst the courts should be made more

to meet the problem mentioned by Chief Justice

their incapacity in the foreseeable future to

justice for middle class citizens who cannot afford

leads inevitably to the exploration of alternatives.

It is here that Provincial Courts, and the Court of

instance court where most citizens come

have a special responsibility. It is in such

that, for most of our people, the law and justice

It is imperative therefore to enhance

andards and enlarge jurisdiction. But not at the price of

costs and distancing the first instance courts

the ordinary citizens in the community they serve.

the courts will increasingly become still more

to the resolution of the disputes of ordinary

Such people must then either accept perceived

with a cynical shrug or turn to the sometimes

,~nequal forum of a non-court decision-maker. Every observer

realizes that improving access to justice is a major

'challenge to our courts as they face the twenty-first

Unless we can do so, our much vaunted boast of

,living under the rule of law involves a qualification. Our

"'justice is then available only for people poor enough to

'qualify for legal aid or rich enough to afford lawyers to

"represent them.
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Those who do not want to close off access to justice in

the courts will try to find better ways of processing claims

than simply excluding people from judicial decisions. It is

because courts themselves realize that they should not become

the exclusive club for rich, powerful or funded litigants,

. that they are constantly searching for new procedures to

judicial officers to control proceedings more vigorously than

they tend to at present, may be one way. In appellate

courts, and probably also at the trial level, I believe that

we will see strict time limits imposed for oral argument.

Such limits have long since been observed in the Supreme

court of the United States and more recently in the Supreme

Court of Canada .12 We may even see judicial officers made

available to parties for a strictly limited time to determine

refining the issues for determination as to present them to

the judge in a manner suitable for decision in the time

allotted.

If there are some who believe that technology will

miraculously solve all of these problems, it must be said

there will be many new dilemmas which technology will

introduce which technology will introduce which will take up

the time of the courts. I have already mentioned the complex

problems presented to the law by computers and transborder

in otherand

Increasing the power of

In Canada,
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. that they are constantly searching for new procedures to 
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judicial officers to control proceedings more vigorously than 

they tend to at present, may be one way. In appellate 

courts, and probably also at the trial level, I believe that 

we will see strict time limits imposed for oral argument. 

Such limits have long since been observed in the Supreme 

Court of the United States and more recently in the Supreme 

court of Canada .12 We may even see judicial officers made 

available to parties for a strictly limited time to determine 

their case. The lawyers' skill would then become that of so 

refining the issues for determination as to present them to 

the judge in a manner suitable for decision in the time 

allotted. 

If there are some who believe that technology will 

miraculously solve all of these problems, it must be said 

there will be many new dilemmas which technology will 

introduce which technology will introduce which will take up 

the time of the courts. I have already mentioned the complex 

problems presented to the law by computers and trans border 

data flows. Even more difficult of resolution are the 

dilemmas of biotechnology. In Canada, and in other 
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judges have had to decide whether" contrary to 

wishes, remedial surgery should be performed on 

or physically incapacitated infants. 13 Lawyers 

judges may have only a general knowledge of the 

about which they must make decisions. The 

trial may not be the best way of equipping such 

for an understanding of the ramifications -

and social - of the decisions they make. Yet, 

'u]LtiLitH.t'el:y, society must have a place where decisions can be 

'in hard cases, even those involving entirely novel 

In countries like Canada and Australia, that 

falls, ultimately, on the courts. It is unlikely that 

',' feature of the judicial role will change in the century 

All that can be safely predicted is that the 

ge,cJ.sions will become more numerous, more difficult and more 

I have left till last three matters of controversy. I 

done so in order to lift your flagging spirits and to 

those who have stayed the course with a few words of 

relevance. 

High in the concerns of the participants in this 

is the future design of trial courts in Canada. 

reorganisation of the trial courts has been a feature of 

Canadian judicial scene, at 'least since 1934. It was in 

'that year th'at the Ontario District Court judges proposed to 
:-'--'-~ ,-

Attorney General a merger of their Court with the Supreme 
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complementthe

It would be made up of all current High

Similar amalgamations took place in the

in other provinces ...

first to the members of the District Court

Judges of Prince Edward Island were elevated

However I an "infamous II sentence on page 83 of

The proposal was repeated in 1971 in a submission

Court.

Court be automatically transferred to the proposed

Zuber would recommend was that "the appointing

Court.

salaries and independence of the Provincial Court

of the District Court and Trial Division of the

increasing

,14

the Ontario Law Reform Commission.

which it has implications for the role, appointment,

to'Cthe Supreme Court, resulting in a single trial court. In

I am, of course, aware of this controversy and the way

that report held back from recommending that judges of the

Inquiry under Justice Thomas Zuber recommended the
~

establishment of a single superior trial court for that

"J;978' the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta was formed by a

,Court Justices together with new appointees.

It was 'this recommendation Which, naturally

,,,,nough, raised deep concerns about the personal position of

. the. incumbents in the District Court.

ra:ised important questions concerning

r~spect of, judicial independence upon the reorganization of

""a',court system.

The proposal was repeated in 1971 in a submission 

Ontario Law Reform Commission. In 1975 all of the 

Court Judges of Prince Edward Island were elevated 

Supreme Court, resulting in a single trial court. In 

'the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta was formed by a 

of the District Court and Trial Division of the 

Court. Similar amalgamations took place in the 

years in other provinces ... In 1987, the Ontario 

Inquiry under Justice Thomas Zuber recommended the 

of a single superior trial court for that 

15 However I an "infamous II sentence on page 83 of 

·'ton;'.t: : report held back from recommending that judges of the 

Court be automatically transferred to the proposed 

Court. It would be made up of all current High 

Justices together with new appointees. The most that 

Zuber would recommend was that "the appointing 

.a'~thorities look first to the members of the District Court 

increasing the complement of the new Superior 

;Coourtll 16 It was 'this recommendation which, naturally 

~n.ough, raised deep concerns about the personal position of 

,,:n"cincumbents in the District Court. More fundamentally, it 

raised important questions concerning the protection for, and 

of, judicial independence upon the reorganization of 

,court system. 

I am, of course, aware of this controversy and the way 

which it has implications for the role, appointment, 

salaries and independence of the Provincial Court 
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Courts perform the overwhelming bulk of criminal

of the legislation in Quebec to amend the Courts of

They

But they are most acute in
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outside the courts.

this conference.

body:

In the recent past, that judiciary has had a

concern' about its own, independence as witness the

This proposal arose out of suggestions by Professor

field of criminal law. This has led to a proposal by the

even from one region to another, often without any clear

co )l.eform Commission of Canada for significant changes in

procedure and for consideration of a Unified

bur): system arises in respect of civil trials where delays

,re"great and occasion the abandonment of claims or resort to

litigation which went to the Supreme Court of

~'anada.17 There is no doubt that the judges of the

'c;iispositions in Canada.

'are certainly over 90%.
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the legislation in Quebec to amend the Courts of 

and to reorganize the Provincial Court, the Court 

.Sessions of the Peace and the Youth Court into a single 
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at this conference. The details of the reorganization 

be well known. 19 At the time of the consolidation the 

was expressed that a single judicial body would "help to 

standardise management practices and administrative practices 

in the past often differed from one court to another 

even from one region to another, often without any clear 
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proponents of reform, like law reformers eve~here, are

by

the

the

court

their

occasioned

undermines

court. But

delays

which

the

of a superior

proposal

reduceto

of any

assumption

foolhardy) enough to press on with

urge the removal of the multi-tiered

way

They

resources,

the-in

ideas.

court

system, at least for the trial of criminal cases in order to

reduce the complexities of procedural complication said to be

i'Byzantine" in their intricacy, to rationalise the use of

,courageous (or

labyrinthian structures and to facilitate better scheduling

of cases and the more efficient disposition of scarce and

expensive judicial time.

Behind the arguments for change are sensitivities as to

salary, designation, status and perceived independence on the

part of judges appointed under s 96 of the Canadian

'constitutional

"kjustification". It was hoped that the new structure would

n\,allow for better coordination and planning of human material

financial resources, particularly in view of the fact

new judges appointed to the Court of Quebec [may] be

'required to exercise the court's full jurisdiction, whatever

"division they are assigned to". 20

The difficulties in the way of pressing further the

;;,form of "qualified" unification evidenced by the' merger of

';superior Courts has been acknowledged by the proponents of

'still further unification in a single provincial trial

cburt. 21 As well possible constitutional difficulties,

iwhich I would not dare to explore, are said by some to stand

,C,i,just:ij:i,:ation" . It was hoped that the new structure would 

for better coordination and planning of human material 

financial resources, particularly in view of the fact 

new judges appointed to the Court of Quebec [may] be 

'required to exercise the court's full jurisdiction, whatever 

they are assigned to".20 

The difficulties in the way of pressing further the 

of "qualified" unification evidenced by the' merger of 

Courts has been acknowledged by the proponents of 

further unification in a single provincial trial 

As well possible constitutional difficulties, 

I would not dare to explore, are said by some to stand 

the way of any proposal which undermines the 

constitutional assumption of a superior court. But the 

proponents of reform, like law reformers everywhere, are 

,courageous (or foolhardy) enough to press on with their 

ideas. They urge the removal of the multi-tiered court 

system, at least for the trial of criminal cases in order to 

'reduce the complexities of procedural complication said to be 

i'Byzantine" in their intricacy, to rationalise the use of 

court resources, to reduce the delays occasioned by 

labyrinthian structures and to facilitate better scheduling 

of cases and the more efficient disposition of scarce and 

expensive judicial time. 

Behind the arguments for change are sensitivities as to 

salary, designation, status and perceived independence on the 

part of judges appointed under s 96 of the Canadian 
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tution and judges appointed by the provinces. I was 

amused to see one note which indicated that a source 

anxiety in some quarters is the fact that 

and County Court judges are called "Your Honour" 

judges of the Superior Courts are addressed as "my 

In Australia and New Zealand, as in 

States, judges of superior courts must all make do 

. ,"Your Honour". No Lordships or Ladyships breathe our 

egalitarian air. Perhaps this' is the equalising 

in which you should be moving. The n:otion of 

more Lords and Ladies on the brink of the 

.1:~r"ll~:'l-first century and in the New World strikes an outside 

as a trifle anachronistic. 

There are, of course, opponents of the unified criminal 

in Canada, just as there are in Australia. If I 

for you the basis of the opposition in my own 

, it will (I feel sure) come as no surprise. Whenever 

·.is suggested there, the opponents say that (difficult and 

as it is to mention it) there is within the 

ual~';~'.ry, as there is in any field of expertise, a hierarchy 

talent. True, it is not reflected exactly in the 

of personnel throughout the court decided 

Occasionally, at the highest level there is a 

ppor appointment. 
,';;'--

Quite often at the lowest level there are 

brilliant appointees who would grace the appellate bench. 

"B~:t the notion that every judicial officer is of equal talent 

. ·i~. self-evidently false. Some appellate judges who are first 
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To the same effect is the comment
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I have great doubts that it will work in

Some judges capable in a short trial might

in Australia are
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various

We

to run a lengthy trial or one bristling with

matters;

a trial.

of socialist levelling [which] has never succeeded in

in conceptualising the law might be much less expert in

oj logically and factually unsound". 2 4

fhe judicial system". 23

persist with

cieJ~lopments that have already occurred in Canada.

is also in Australia a separate Family Court.

arrangements. As in Canada, there is a Federal Court. There

I do not venture to arbitrate between these schools of

numerous difficult and technical points. A Canadian judge of

.acquaintance, in a letter to me, encapsulated this idea,

a comment on the single trial court that it involved a

have the trial experience or even the intellectual

there a separate permanent Court of Appeal. The other States

'bfanother judge that the notion that all judges are'equal is

'commensurate reward or public recognition.

'thought.

of the jurisdictions of Australia there are still three tiers

'of judicial officers: magistrates, District Court judges and

··jti.~ges of the Supreme Court.

',,, .

··were imposed, so it is argued, an informal hierarchy would

develop within it which would impose heavier burdens of

. :re'sponsibility

'>,::omes together in the High Court of Australia which hears

in conceptualising the law might be much less expert in 

a trial. Some judges capable in a short trial might 

have the trial experience or even the intellectual 

to run a lengthy trial or one bristling with 

difficult and technical points. A Canadian judge of 

in a letter to me, encapsulated this idea, 

comment on the single trial court that it involved a 

of socialist levelling [which] has never succeeded in 

matters; I have great doubts that it will work in 

judicial system". 23 To the same effect is the comment 

judge that the notion that all judges are'equal is 

and factually unsound". 2 4 If a single court 

imposed, so it is argued, an informal hierarchy would 

develop within it which would impose heavier burdens of 

>re'sponsibility and industry on some members without 

. ;c'6riunensurate reward or public recognition. 

I do not venture to arbitrate between these schools of 

thought. We in Australia are some way behind the 

deJ~lopments that have already occurred in Canada. In most 

of the jurisdictions of Australia there are still three tiers 

'of judicial officers: magistrates, District Court judges and 

j';"~ges of the Supreme Court. Only in one State, my own, is 

there a separate permanent Court of Appeal. The other States 

persist with various forms of rotational Full Court 

arrangements. As in Canada, there is a Federal Court. There 

is also in Australia a separate Family Court. The system 

.comes together in the High Court of Australia which hears 
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only by special leave of that Court. There are no

moves to create a single trial court; although

to that end are occasionally made by politicians

of combining the trial divisions of the Supreme and

or, occasionally, of the Supreme, District and

In New Zealand a major reform was achieved 15

ago, following a Royal Commission, when the

Courts were abolished and magistrates elevated

o ,a, District Court with the status, title and designation of

In these circumstances, you will understand me when I

that not a few judicial eyes are upon the reforms that

are effecting in Canada. Although we do not have the

Came dichotomy between Federally and State appointed State

many of the issues raised in your debate present

sitl;lation.

Greater efficiency is certainly needed in the use of

time. But ability and experience in judicial

is not equal, any more than in other professions.

and reconcile these two propositions is the

for court reorganisation. Even if you were to

to the rack, you would not extract more opinions on

than that.

pUT NOT YOUR FAITH IN PRINCES

In Australia, the ,controversies about court

reconstruction have been different. They may have some

for you in Canada. You should study them and

ensure that you do not make our mistakes. Traditionally, in
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:cmembers of the abolished court or tribunal to the new

This is done, not out of respect for the talents of

They were

Instead, it is done

Moreover, the Act of

Successive Presidents of his
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in the same way as a Federal judge could

Sad to say, that is what has happened in

Of necessity, they will have been revealed

or her court.

of respect for the principle of judicial independence and

notion that a judicial or other independent officer

:unfortunate cases in Australia in recent years.

Canada, where a court or court-like tribunal

c'restructured, cgreat care has been taken to appoint all

once appointed, should not effectively be removed

rom office by the simple expedient of the reconstruction of

ithvarying strengths and weaknesses.

Justice Staples, a charming and interesting character,

:he:incumbents.

was something of a maverick.

:appointed by a like commission.

:removed from office

'..Ciesignation and salary as a Federal Court judge.

c" One case concerned Justice James Staples, a judge of

Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission. For

t.c:onstitutional reasons, that body is not, strictly, a Federal

But by an Act of Federal Parliament its members, with

qualifications, were given the same title, rank,

(i'atliament appointing them provided that they could only be

j.J:>i9 removed, namely by an address of both Houses of Federal

f'cp~rliament in the same session praying for the removal by the

'Governor General on the ground of proved misbehaviour or

. incapacity.
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Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission. For 

co,nstitutional reasons, that body is not, strictly, a Federal 

But by an Act of Federal Parliament its members, with 

qualifications, were given the same title, rank, 

,u""J.guation and salary as a Federal Court judge. They were 

'appointed by a like commission. MoreOVer, the Act of 

appointing them provided that they could only be 

in the same way as a Federal judge could 

removed, namely by an address of both Houses of Federal 

in the same session praying for the removal by the 

Governor General on the ground of proved misbehaviour or 

, incapacity. 
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dominant, communities which sparked the idea of
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"In Canada ... the die is firmly cast. There
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of them is too strong and too deeply rooted in
the past, too firmly bound to a mother-culture,
to be able to engulf the other. I have always
believed that if these two groups could
collaborate at the hub of a truly pluralistic

'State, Canada could become an' envied seat of a
form of Federalism that could be a brilliant

"prototype for the moulding of tomorrow's
polyethnic civilisation, a better model even
'than the American melting pot. Rather than
',forging a new alloy, the Canadian model would
preserve the characteristics of3~ach group in a
mosaic of cultural coexistence."

",' There would be certain tears if the Federation of the

liural coexistence which is now accepted on a multipartisan
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some form cannot succeed in Canada, Balkanisation is

~heinevitable alternative.
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with their old battles, sentiments, hatreds and

were revived unconnected with each other and

their borders. But I venture to suggest that

be a flood of tears if the brave idea of Canada

safekeeping of this generation of people

Forgive me for speaking on a topic so

But a conference in Canada, at this time, which

look to this aspect of the future would not deserve

Ce sont les juristes qui mettent les federati':ms en

qui creent les formules de constitution federale.

~e sont les juristes et plus particulierement les juges qui

les situations et qui protegent les droits

individus, y compris des minorites. Le

fo§deralisme est du legalisme. Neanmons, c'est un systeme de

justice particulierement adopte au zle siecle alors qu'll. coup

il existera de forte pression vers la centralisation,

''cl'uniformite et un contrale omnipresent. 11 constitue une
-"'.,

d'inefficacite planifiee de la societe et du

mais une inefficacite qui defend la liberte,

la personne et des peuples. Pour cette raison,

est souhaitable.

We, as judges and unelected officials cannot solve the

political controversies of the day. But by good

together, speaking each other's language and

the strengths of more than one legal and cultural

we can greatly enrich our societies. By good
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